
Footstool bed.
Hidden convenience, versatile and functional.
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Where function meets design.

Footstool bed.
The perfect hybrid of functionality, style, and convenience.
Offering understated charm, our footstool bed seamlessly blends into any living space while discreetly providing the convenience of a hidden bed 
within. With a diverse range of fabric options to choose from, you can personalise this versatile piece of furniture to complement your interior design. 
Effortlessly transition from a chic footrest to a convenient bed whenever the need arises. 

Crafted with an FSC-certified wood frame and featuring materials from recycled sources, the Jay-Be Footstool Bed delivers high-quality functionality, 
while ensuring eco-conscious design.



>   Ethically sourced materials.

>   Luxurious GreenFR® fabrics.

>   A comfortable bed in seconds.

>   Quilted topped e-Fibre mattress.

>   Sprung platform bed base system.

>   FSC® certified wood frame.

>   5 Year Frame Guarantee.

>   Hand made in the UK.

Functionality meets Comfort, Health 
and Sustainability.
Everyday Comfort, Instant Bed: Effortlessly transform 
our footstool into a comfortable bed in seconds for 
your guests. Thoughtfully crafted in the UK with 
an FSC-certified wood frame, GreenFR® fabrics, 
and ethically sourced materials, our Footstool Bed 
seamlessly combines universal style, convenience, 
and eco-conscious design.
                             

We do the science, so you can do the sleep.



A bed in seconds.
Traditional fold-out mechanism.

Comfort.
Every material has been thoughtfully selected to guarantee both 
durability and comfort. Premium fabrics and a fibre-wrapped 
cushion make for a comfortable footstool, while the deep-quilted 
e-Fibre mattress ensures comfort when used as a bed.

SOFA:

    >   Fibre-wrapped seat fillings for extra cosiness.

    >   Soft to touch luxurious fabrics.

BED:

    >   Super soft knitted fabric for extra cosiness.

    >   Eco award-winning Advance e-Fibre for extra fine luxury comfort.

    >   Breathable Rebound e-Fibre core comfort layer.



Health.
Prioritising your health and well-being.
We understand that when you choose a bed, you seek 
assurance not only in the quality of materials, but also in their 
contribution to a healthy lifestyle. Therefore, we have carefully 
considered each material, from the mattress fillings to the 
fire-resistant treatment applied to our fabrics, ensuring that 
each contributes to a health-conscious experience.                                                                                                               

GreenFR® protection on upholstery: 
Flammability resistance without the nasty chemicals. GreenFR® is non-toxic, non-chlorinated, and 
non-carcinogenic. It is free from: halogens, heavy metals, antimony, Organophosphate, fluorocarbon, 
bio-accumulative chemicals, and bromine. In contrast, the bromine used in standard FR coatings, which 
has been employed for years, is known to contain antimony trioxide, which can pose health risks.

Natural FR protection on mattress:
When additional FR protection is required on the mattress, we have used a natural salt-based FR 
treatment which goes beyond simply conforming to the statutory REACH regulations. 

OEKO-TEX™ STANDARD 100 Certified:
Fabrics meet the strict requirements of the internationally recognised OEKO-TEX® standard, class 1, 
so you can be sure that no chemicals are present that would pose a health risk.

Free from harmful chemical emissions:
The materials used in the mattress are 100% foam free and have been thoughtfully chosen to ensure 
they are free from any volatile organic compounds (VOC) chemical emissions.

Breathable e-Fibre™ comfort layers:
The comfort layers in the mattress have been selected to allow efficient airflow through the mattress, 
helping to keep it fresh for the long term.

Hypoallergenic materials:
The materials have been chosen to minimise the potential for allergenic triggers by creating an 
environment that is naturally resistant to dust mites, mould, and mildew.



Sustainability.
Award-winning and industry leading sustainability
At Jay-Be, we embrace a culture of sustainability and eco-conscious design 
practices throughout our business. To that end, each of our beds is meticulously 
crafted using thoughtfully chosen and ethically sourced materials. Moreover, our 
products are designed and engineered for longevity, providing you with further 
assurance of premium quality. What’s more, our mattresses are 100% recyclable 
at the end of their useful life, enabling you to take an active role in protecting 
our planet and combating climate change.                                                                              

FSC® certified wood:
We only used Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
certified wood which is sustainably sourced and 
promotes responsible forestry practices that consider 
environmental, social, and economic aspects to ensure 
long-term forest health and biodiversity.

GreenFR® fabrics:
The GreenFR® fire resistant treatment used on Jay-Be 
upholstery fabrics meets the requirement of ZDHC 
(Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals) to wastewater 
and the environment.

Oeko-Tex® Eco Passport certification:
Our upholstery fabrics carry the Oeko-Tex® Eco 
Passport certification which is a multi-step process 
by which manufacturers of textiles can transparently 
confirm that their products meet the criteria for 
environmentally responsible textile production.

100% Recyclable mattress:
All components in Jay-Be sofa bed mattresses have been 
thoughtfully chosen to offer comfort, as well as ensuring 
the mattress can be easily recycled at the end of its 
useful life.

Zero to landfill manufacturer:
Jay-Be is an independently audited and certified zero to 
landfill manufacturer, so you can be sure that all waste 
from our manufacturing processes is recycled or used 
for energy and does not go into landfill. 

Sustainably made in the UK: 
Jay-Be is an ISO14001 registered manufacturer 
demonstrating continuous commitment to employing 
environmental practices. All mattresses are made in the 
UK, using local suppliers wherever possible to reduce 
transport and carbon emissions.

Iso 14001 : 2015 
Certified Manufacturer.

Proud to be recongnised by the
National Bed Federation as

Bed Manufacturer of the Year
2023-2024.



Cosy Chenille.

GreenFR®

protection
OEKO-TEX™

STANDARD 100
Certified 

OEKO-TEX®

Eco Passport
certification

100%
Recycled Polyester

Beam

Mauve

Aqua

Sketch

Hedge

Dreamy

Spice

Cork

Foxy

Cobalt

Beautifully created from 100% recycled polyester our chenille fabric epitomises the perfect 
blend of comfort, sustainable and style. Offering an eco-conscious choice that mirrors today’s 
most fashionable trends, this fabric allows you to personalise your sofa to suit your individual 
taste while embracing a sustainable and environmentally friendly lifestyle.                                                                                    



Luxe Velvet.

Airforce

Mink

Bottle Green

Royal

Cedar

Saffron

Charcoal

ShirazSteel

Exquisitely beautiful and luxuriously soft to touch, the Jay-Be Luxe Velvet fabric embodies 
opulence both visually and in its tactile sensation. Available in a myriad of rich, captivating 
colours, it elevates the sofa’s design to an entirely new level of luxury.

GreenFR®

protection
OEKO-TEX™

STANDARD 100
Certified 

OEKO-TEX®

Eco Passport
certification:



Brushed Twill.

Suitable for
contract

Amber

Sky

Hunter

Smoke

Admiral

Linen Pewter

A flat woven twill with a natural wool appearance and a soft handle, for an inviting touch. 
Available in a blend of warm and cool tones inspired by nature's colours, our Brushed Twill 
outperforms regular fabrics, making it a high-performance upholstery fabric suitable for both 
domestic and contract use.

GreenFR®

protection
OEKO-TEX™

STANDARD 100
Certified 

OEKO-TEX®

Eco Passport
certification



Product Code  A50441--

The perfect hybrid of functionality, style, and convenience.
Effortlessly transition from a chic footrest to a convenient bed whenever the 
need arises. With understated charm, the Jay-Be footstool bed seamlessly blends 
into any living space, discreetly providing the convenience of a hidden bed within. 
Choose from a diverse range of fabric options to personalise your Footstool and 
complement your individual interior design.

Sofa Specification
Sofa bed weight  60kg

Mattress Specification
Type   Rebound e-Fibre
Size   H7 x W69 x L183cm
Product Code  973102

Packed Size & Weights
Packed size   Pack 1: L91 x W74 x H48cm
Packed weight  65kg

*Metric and imperial sizes are not exact equivalents
 There can be a tolerance of +/- 2cm (+/- 0.8ins) with all quoted measurements.

Certifications
Tested and accredited to British and European safety standards including:

Relating to the Sofa Frame and Mattress Fillings:
Furniture & Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations. 

Relating to the mattress:
Standard: BS 7177 Domestic FR requirements
Applicable Test: BS EN 597-1 - FR requirement Cigarette Test
Applicable Test: BS EN 597-2 - FR requirement Source 1 Match Test

†Contract sofa bed option available by request.

Product is sold subject to Jay-Be® standard terms and conditions. 
See full terms at jaybe.com/legal

Shown in Foxy

FSC certified wood GreenFR® protection OEKO-TEX™

STANDARD 100 Certified

High quality materials, ethically sourced.

A comfortable bed in seconds.

Fibre-wrapped cushion for extra comfort as a footstool.

Eco award-winning Advance e-Fibre topped mattress, for extra comfort.

GreenFR® Protection on upholstery fabrics: non-toxic flammability-resistant treatment.

Natural salt-based FR treatment on mattress.

OEKO-TEX™ 100 Standard certified fabrics, so no nasty chemicals are present.

OEKO-TEX™ Eco Passport certified fabrics: for environmentally
responsible textile production.

FSC® certified, sustainably sourced wood has been used to make the frame.

Mattress is 100% recyclable at the end of its useful life.

Jay-Be uses recycled materials wherever possible and is a Zero to Landfill manufacturer.

Sustainably made in the UK with a Lifetime Frame Guarantee and 5 Year Mattress Guarantee.
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Super soft
knitted fabric

Breathable
Rebound e-Fibre™

comfort layers

Advance e-Fibre™

for extra fine
luxury comfort

Footstool Bed.

Sofa Frame Mattress



VIDEO

Available sizes 3000x3000 and 3000x2000 px 

Coming soon

Example of ready made assets for your website downloadable from our client login.
Shown below in Cosy Chenille Foxy.
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Example of ready made assets for your website downloadable from our client login.

Available sizes 3000x3000 and 3000x2000 px 

Brushed Twill

Cosy Chenille

Luxe Velvet
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Shown below in Cosy Chenille Foxy.


